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            [image: Monica B.]        

                
            Monica B.            2023-11-14 06:15:51

            
                
                                I have been a long time, 32 years long Custoner with Thrifty tree company, who are also arborists ame know all
sorts of diff kind of trees and their unique...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Andrew B.]        

                
            Andrew B.            2023-10-23 20:04:19

            
                
                                We have a nice property in Pacific Palisades and had a great experience with Thrifty.  This is a PROFESSIONAL tree service company.  It is not a low end "we...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Dan M.]        

                
            Dan M.            2023-10-05 08:09:05

            
                
                                These guys are pros.  On time with the right equipment and right skills.  They did the job correctly and cleaned up properly.  Highly reccomend!
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Maisie Y.]        

                
            Maisie Y.            2023-09-26 17:40:04

            
                
                                I'm a homeowner who 'inherited' a very overgrown small patio and yard from an extremely negligent and ignorant former homeowner. I've had the property for a...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Assaf M.]        

                
            Assaf M.            2023-09-14 13:37:50

            
                
                                The best team the best management!
We called,  they was in our area,  gave us an estimate,  and clean the tree the same hour!
Thank you!
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Catherine I.]        

                
            Catherine I.            2023-09-13 16:05:15

            
                
                                I highly recommend Thrifty Tree Service. They removed a tree for me. They came in and got the job done in a timely, and efficient manner at a reasonable price.
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Heather I.]        

                
            Heather I.            2023-09-08 21:28:40

            
                
                                Thrifty Tree Service does great work! They were efficient, reasonably priced, very communicative, and did a beautiful job trimming our trees!  Dave (the...
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            Sabine N.            2023-08-26 21:08:12

            
                
                                Manny was awesome! Thanks- it was a Professional encounter and I can recommend this crew
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: J R W.]        

                
            J R W.            2023-08-16 20:50:55

            
                
                                We had Thrifty back again, having had their services in the past. This time they trimmed 9 trees and fed a couple. Very professional in all they do, timely,...
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            CC V.            2023-07-18 10:24:11

            
                
                                A neighbor recommended Thrifty a few years ago as I have 100 year old trees in front of my house, so they're enormous and require extra care. I've used...
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            Karen S.            2023-05-03 14:56:24

            
                
                                We live in Northridge and just had our trees and hedges groomed by Trifty Tree Service.  They did an amazing job.  They do not use spikes that harm the...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jamie N.]        

                
            Jamie N.            2023-03-23 12:33:27

            
                
                                Amazing!!!  They were on-time, actually early! Extremely professional workers, and very knowledgeable . Juan was kind enough to educate us about our trees...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Robert ..]        

                
            Robert ..            2023-03-21 09:56:56

            
                
                                Everyone, from the estimators-Dave and Leonardo, to the office staff, Mary, to the crews who came to remove two large trees from my yard, did a great job....
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            Jackson S.            2023-02-19 20:47:38
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            Jonathan G.            2023-02-16 10:08:21

            
                
                                I had a large tree job and called THRIFTY tree service.  They 
were terrific.  Manny and Josh showed up immediately (the next day
7AM) on time and were...
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            R K.            2023-02-01 21:08:18

            
                
                                I had a leaning pine tree planted too close to my house some point in the 1960s. Now it is a hazard. After all this atmospheric river craziness we got a few...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Kelly M.]        

                
            Kelly M.            2023-01-16 10:23:00

            
                
                                This team came, prepped, cut, clear and cleaned up so efficiently and respectfully.  They even had to cover our pool... quite an experience.  Our trees had...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Randy M.]        

                
            Randy M.            2022-12-25 09:41:38

            
                
                                I can't say enough about Thrifty Tree service. The owner Dave was the nicest, honest person. His employees were nice and respectful. If we had more trees I...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Teresa B.]        

                
            Teresa B.            2022-12-21 16:24:34

            
                
                                We have a very old, very tall and obviously diseased ash tree.  It was badly and excessively trimmed before so the shape was terrible and the dead wood...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Patrol C.]        

                
            Patrol C.            2022-12-07 09:27:37

            
                
                                Dave came out for guidance on my tree issues. He was extremely knowledgeable about all the problems and used a great piece of equipment that examined the...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: George S.]        

                
            George S.            2022-11-01 19:38:05

            
                
                                I cannot recommend Thrifty Tree Service higher!  From the friendly and helpful woman who works their phones to all the service people, with whom I...
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            Casper S.            2022-10-11 17:11:52

            
                
                                Casper S.
West Hills
Checked several "tree trimming" web sites and read many reviews. Settled on three firms. The first estimate for trimming my two...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: John C.]        

                
            John C.            2022-10-07 16:24:31

            
                
                                We have used Thrifty to care for our 30 ft magnolia tree for years now.  We just had it pruned again and its a great reminder of why we use Thrifty.  The...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Shain W.]        

                
            Shain W.            2022-09-13 16:57:41

            
                
                                I called for a quote today on a big palm tree. They came give me a quote, which was fair. Immediately started to work within hours of my original call.  It...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Assaf G.]        

                
            Assaf G.            2022-06-22 10:19:16

            
                
                                Very nice company responsive. Came out the next day after calling them.  Preformed the work the same day. 
Very recommended. Rafa was a real
Professional.
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Mary G.]        

                
            Mary G.            2022-05-05 12:44:16

            
                
                                We were extremely satisfied with the quality and service.  The owner and crew were knowledgeable and wanted to make sure the job was completed before...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Paul R.]        

                
            Paul R.            2022-04-05 18:26:00

            
                
                                Dave owner of Thrifty Tree Service was fabulous timely and compassionate. He saw our problems and gave priority to remove and trim all necessary trees to...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jacob S.]        

                
            Jacob S.            2022-03-08 07:51:52

            
                
                                These guys where very professional. Showed up when promised, protected all the other plants and structures, and where quick and respectful. Would definitely...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Bruce B.]        

                
            Bruce B.            2022-03-03 13:58:10

            
                
                                Dave's crew was amazing.  They got the city permits (for Burbank) and arrived at the appointed time with a wonderfully efficient crew.  There were two teams...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Dale G.]        

                
            Dale G.            2022-01-27 16:50:17

            
                
                                First time we used Thrifty sand they did an absolutely fantastic job. Super professional. Our trees are huge and it was a big job, they came out looking...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Avi M.]        

                
            Avi M.            2021-12-11 21:49:18

            
                
                                I have a huge redwood tree in my backyard that needed trimming. The owner of Thrifty Tree Service, Dave, was incredibly helpful in the process. He was very...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jen J.]        

                
            Jen J.            2021-12-03 10:53:50

            
                
                                Fast, responsive and trustworthy service.  Definitely not cheap (if you think of "Thrifty" car rental prices, this is not it) but they get the job done.  We...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Paul M.]        

                
            Paul M.            2021-11-03 09:00:47

            
                
                                Our two large palms trees were long overdue for trimming. I called Dave in he stopped in to take a look two days later. We scheduled the job for the...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Camille M.]        

                
            Camille M.            2021-09-21 15:01:20

            
                
                                We are so happy with the job Thrifty tree service did for us. I will definitely hire them again. They were easy and prompt scheduling a consultation to get...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Dan M.]        

                
            Dan M.            2021-09-01 18:38:25

            
                
                                These guys are pros! Showed up early. got the job done efficiently and left the place cleaner than they found it.  Best haircut our tree ever had!
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Mia L.]        

                
            Mia L.            2021-04-20 11:45:56

            
                
                                I highly recommend Manuel Vera,Tyler Marcus and Pedro Ramirez for their good job! Three of them were working hard plus they were very responsible in using...
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            B R.            2021-02-04 22:43:53

            
                
                                I have worked with Leo for years, and has trimmed many trees on my property. He has been available whenever I had a question, and always professional....
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: David F.]        

                
            David F.            2021-01-22 10:53:08

            
                
                                I  had a great experience with Thrifty Tree Service. The Owner took care of everything we needed ( city permits...)

When they left the site, they cleaned...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Marta S.]        

                
            Marta S.            2020-11-05 13:08:10

            
                
                                Their Arborist Leo was super professional , and knowledagable, and although the consult wasn't free,  it was worth every cent!  I am now hopeful about...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Peer E.]        

                
            Peer E.            2020-10-21 15:42:31

            
                
                                Antonio and his crew showed up bright and early this morning, and removed two rather tall palms in my backyard.  A monster job for sure, and no access for...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Donna C.]        

                
            Donna C.            2020-10-16 05:30:01

            
                
                                Prompt professional, perfectly trimmed all my palm trees.  Exceptional customer service!
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Megan C.]        

                
            Megan C.            2020-10-02 13:55:22

            
                
                                I had a great experience this morning with Thrifty Tree Service. The owner took care of everything I needed ! Arrived exactly on time - 10 guys arrived at 7...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Shawn B.]        

                
            Shawn B.            2020-10-01 09:08:00

            
                
                                They did the best job!! We have a large yard with approximately 30 palm trees and bamboo and other plants. They did a very professional and caring job. Leo...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Sarah B.]        

                
            Sarah B.            2020-07-06 14:24:02

            
                
                                Oh man, these guys were so great!  I emailed about scheduling someone to come out to provide an estimate, got a call within 30 minutes to set up my...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Liza F.]        

                
            Liza F.            2020-07-02 12:44:39

            
                
                                If you love your trees, these are the people you want to help take care of them.  Dave has made sure that the oak trees flourish by removing other trees...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Sfr G.]        

                
            Sfr G.            2020-06-16 21:40:00

            
                
                                Flunked your LA Fire Department Brush Clearance Inspection?!! These are your people!! Thrifty Tree Service expertly & swiftly removed some dead trees,...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Hasmik S.]        

                
            Hasmik S.            2020-06-09 15:42:36

            
                
                                They were wonderful!  Had huge trucks, dumps and an awesome crew. Overall excellent experience.  When they came to give the estimate, their huge bank of...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Michael S.]        

                
            Michael S.            2020-05-20 20:32:13

            
                
                                Truly outstanding customer service, every step of the way. From my first email exchange with Dave, to the initial meeting with Leo, to the actual work being...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Tom T.]        

                
            Tom T.            2020-05-20 10:34:06

            
                
                                I was very pleased with the whole process.   Thrifty Tree Service diagonised my troubled tree and trimmed it perfectly.   I was very impressed with the...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Chris M.]        

                
            Chris M.            2020-04-24 14:47:32

            
                
                                Anyone looking for a really great tree doctor, Dave and his company is a must. He came over after the fires and gave me great advice...don't touch anything...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Donna S.]        

                
            Donna S.            2020-04-08 11:27:05

            
                
                                We called Daniel for fast help with my dad's two huge shamel ash trees.  They were losing branches, were hugely overgrown and had a terrible trim job years...
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            M D.            2020-02-03 11:49:07

            
                
                                Quick response and crew were polite and did an awesome job trimming! Highly recommend!
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Ruthye K.]        

                
            Ruthye K.            2020-01-28 09:06:10

            
                
                                Called them Monday night for a quote (needed a short/fat palm tree stumped and remains hauled away) 2 minutes later Dave called with a fair very quote. He...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Vicki R.]        

                
            Vicki R.            2020-01-12 17:42:45

            
                
                                We just had Thrifty Tree Service perform a lot of work in our yard. They are absolutely the best! We had multiple trees removed with the stumps of two of...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Star E.]        

                
            Star E.            2020-01-12 09:56:44

            
                
                                Search no further for the absolute BEST tree service! For the last 30 years, I have had the privilege of being able to call upon Thrifty Tree's services....
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Raul D.]        

                
            Raul D.            2019-11-12 15:05:32

            
                
                                These guys are amazing!!! My drone got stuck in a palm tree in Venice Beach and they helped me to retrieve it, Dave was very helpful and communicative at...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Eli K.]        

                
            Eli K.            2019-10-31 08:51:50

            
                
                                I couldn't be happier with their service and professionalism. They did an exceptional job with the tree trimming all while being respectful of my property....
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Charlotte P.]        

                
            Charlotte P.            2019-10-28 17:05:19

            
                
                                An absolutely great experience!  I really love my trees and I did research to find a real arborist.  I am so happy I did!  Dave and his team were amazing!...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Gordon T.]        

                
            Gordon T.            2019-10-10 16:11:07

            
                
                                Dave Aviram and his staff provided high quality service in trimming my Liquid Amber and Black Pine.  I had been prepared to sacrifice the Liquid Amber...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Joshua M.]        

                
            Joshua M.            2019-10-03 09:11:33

            
                
                                Excellent job. Dave was super friendly and explained what and why to how they were going to cut my tree. They were friendly and clean and did the job...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Kama H.]        

                
            Kama H.            2019-09-13 11:23:25

            
                
                                Highly recommend!  After years of crappy tree trimming crews, and a long time of worrying about who would give my very old and very large lemon tree the...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Amy H.]        

                
            Amy H.            2019-08-13 16:18:40

            
                
                                With just a phone call, we received very attentive service on our citrus trees within a couple of days. Everyone we communicated with at Thrifty Tree...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Melissa A.]        

                
            Melissa A.            2019-07-03 08:38:12

            
                
                                These guys are absolutely top notch professionals! Leo came to our house and right away knew what was happening with our trees. He showed us the type of...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Guy L.]        

                
            Guy L.            2019-06-11 04:32:51

            
                
                                After having interviewed and received multiple quotes for tree trimming, we decided to talk to a certified arborist as we have a diverse variety of mature...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Ellie E.]        

                
            Ellie E.            2019-04-29 13:41:13

            
                
                                I am an owner of a condo and on the board.
We hired Thrifty Tree Service to trim our trees 
and they did an excellent job.
The employees/workers were very...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Randy H.]        

                
            Randy H.            2019-02-17 08:05:58

            
                
                                Love this company! This is the second time I've used Thrifty Tree Service and again was so impressed! As a board of director overseeing a community of 40...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Guy L.]        

                
            Guy L.            2019-02-14 22:32:22

            
                
                                After having interviewed and received multiple quotes for tree trimming, we decided to talk to a certified arborist as we have a diverse variety of mature...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Kjell P.]        

                
            Kjell P.            2019-02-07 16:20:49

            
                
                                I cannot say enough good things about Dave and his incredible team.  

My experience with Thrifty Tree Service may be the best I've ever had with any...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Susie R.]        

                
            Susie R.            2018-12-27 18:44:23

            
                
                                Thrifty Tree Service was wonderful to work with. Very personal service, amazing work, and great prices! We are returning clients and both times we were...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Mike C.]        

                
            Mike C.            2018-12-18 19:08:45

            
                
                                Top Notch! Roy and Dave were extremely helpful and professional. They told us what we should do, what we could and and what we should not do. They're classy...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Titina G.]        

                
            Titina G.            2018-12-18 09:27:15

            
                
                                Dave and his crew did a great job! We had a large project...completely tearing out all trees, planters, and shrubs in our apartment complex. Everyone else...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Ashley R.]        

                
            Ashley R.            2018-12-13 14:31:13

            
                
                                Thank you Leo + crew for your expertise and quality work in diagnosing and removing a few dead palms from my property.  We will definitely use them for all...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Haley A.]        

                
            Haley A.            2018-12-10 11:17:04

            
                
                                Thrifty Tree Service has been trimming the trees at my house for years. They are great at what they do and provide me great service each year. Dave and the...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Zach B.]        

                
            Zach B.            2018-12-04 15:29:42

            
                
                                I had a tree fall on my driveway last week and luckily no one and no car was there at the time. A friend of mine recommended I give Thrifty a call to have...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Danny H.]        

                
            Danny H.            2018-12-04 12:30:03

            
                
                                Thrifty Tree Service was able to save my beautiful oak tree. I have a very very old oak tree in my yard and it was starting to die slowly but I called...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Sheridan S.]        

                
            Sheridan S.            2018-12-02 16:58:41

            
                
                                Dave of Thrifty tree Service did an amazing job of orchestrating his crew to perform an incredibly dangerous and difficult removal of four very large...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Ella T.]        

                
            Ella T.            2018-12-01 11:27:07

            
                
                                What an impressive job! Dave and his crew pruned the ficus tree in my front yard and made our house looks so much brighter. They prune the tree to look so...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Anna B.]        

                
            Anna B.            2018-11-24 15:53:13

            
                
                                I hired Dave and his crew after reading all the wonderful yelp reviews that I saw on here. As all of the other happy customers have said, Dave & his team...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: A M.]        

                
            A M.            2018-11-21 16:10:33

            
                
                                So happy to have found this tree service! I had a huge overgrown Jacaranda tree in my front yard and even though it was messing up my roof and filling the...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jason M.]        

                
            Jason M.            2018-11-21 14:21:18

            
                
                                I was referred to Thrifty Tree Service to trim some trees around my house by a close friend. Throughout the entire process, Dave & his team were extremely...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Sofia G.]        

                
            Sofia G.            2018-11-21 14:17:48

            
                
                                Thumps up  for Thrifty Tree Service I would definitely recommend them to anyone who needs tree trimming services, they showed up on time and left our...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: fdzt D.]        

                
            fdzt D.            2018-11-06 15:29:48

            
                
                                Second time in a year I use their services.  Thru a consultation with Leonardo, their arborist, our 30 yr old ash tree was dead and had to be removed from...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Scott Y.]        

                
            Scott Y.            2018-11-02 18:28:35

            
                
                                Can't say enough good things about Thrifty Tree Service. We had some dying trees in our yard and were referred to Leo, the arborist. He came for a...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Carrie G.]        

                
            Carrie G.            2018-11-01 12:08:00

            
                
                                We were very pleased with Dave & his crew. They removed a large, dead red birch tree, stump & all in a short time.  They cleaned up as if no removal had...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Daniel S.]        

                
            Daniel S.            2018-10-28 13:21:29

            
                
                                I called several companies to get quotes to prune the ficus in our front yard. Most of the quotes were in the same range but Dave came in slightly lower and...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Beckie P.]        

                
            Beckie P.            2018-10-27 13:37:46

            
                
                                These guys were great! I needed trees trimmed away from the house so that rats wouldn't be able to get into the attic. Thrifty came one morning and in less...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Ayelet L.]        

                
            Ayelet L.            2018-10-26 14:38:06

            
                
                                Absolute best service beyond imagination, meet with Dave at a job he was doing in Calabasas, hired him for my tree job referred him to my sister and two of...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Polly L.]        

                
            Polly L.            2018-10-23 09:34:45

            
                
                                Had 3 large trees taken out that had gotten overgrown and were into the power lines. Dave and his crew were prompt and very efficient. They cleaned up all...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jacob O.]        

                
            Jacob O.            2018-10-19 17:52:21

            
                
                                Thrifty Tree Service just trimmed some of the trees at my house and removed a couple other dying trees and did a great job. The team was here ready to start...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Ryan S.]        

                
            Ryan S.            2018-10-15 20:22:37

            
                
                                Thrifty Tree Service trimmed trees at my family's home last week, just in time for the wind. They removed all of the dead in my trees, making the trees look...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Victor G.]        

                
            Victor G.            2018-09-28 17:19:29

            
                
                                incredible service came on time with all the necessary equipment. Cleaned a 50 foot high palm tree when they left it was like they were never there. All...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Bob R.]        

                
            Bob R.            2018-09-26 21:13:38

            
                
                                Today it was time for our yearly tree service and evaluation from Dave at Thrifty Tree Service, and his crew. We have several large palm trees, a large...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Jill M.]        

                
            Jill M.            2018-09-24 17:04:40

            
                
                                Thrifty Tree Service has done an amazing job as always. My trees look so beautiful. My yard was cleaner when they left then when they arrived. I have used...
                            

        

    

        
                
            [image: Kathy D.]        

                
            Kathy D.            2018-09-15 14:06:47

            
                
                                Excellent workmanship and reasonable pricing.  Dave is very pleasant to work with and is an L.A.F.D. Certified contractor.  Do a super job of prepping...
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            Dylan D.            2018-09-02 14:52:31

            
                
                                Dave and his team were SO great! Dave replies to emails very quickly, and is so kind and professional. The employees were also so professional, kind, and...
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            Idan T.            2018-08-27 19:19:02

            
                
                                This was the most efficient tree removal service I have ever hired. Very happy with this company. Fast reasonably priced and great customer service. Highly...
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